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Upcoming Lecture
• Tadeusz Ulrych to
present “The Role of
Amplitude and Phase
in Processing and
Inversion.” See more
details inside.
• Web Address:
http://gsks.seg.org

As we approach the end of
2007, we take the opportunity
to reflect over the events of the
closing year and to consider
and plan for the coming year. It
has been a year of some significant events and the coming
year will assuredly have more
in store.
Our exploration community
suffered a great loss over
Thanksgiving week this year.
On November 20, we lost good
friend and colleague Mike
Crouch. Mike was a graduate of
Wichita State University with
degrees in physics and geology
and worked for Gulf Oil Company in Houston, Koch and
Murfin in Wichita, and consulted many years in Wichita.
Mike served our Geophysical
Society as the first secretary for
the first two formative years,
and most recently as the Vice
President. Everyone in the industry around Wichita has
Mike stories. Mike was very
imaginative and had a great
sense of humor. I enjoyed
Mike’s company on many a
Friday morning. We drank
Mike’s strong coffee, sometimes laced with a bit of Kahlua
or Amaretto, and solved many
of the world’s problems (if only
they would listen), discussed

philosophy, religion, politics,
technology, and yes, even geophysics. Best of all, we
laughed, we laughed a lot. I
miss Mike greatly, as do many
of us.
Another significant occurrence
in 2007 was the rise in oil
prices to nearly the $100/barrel
mark. This has, of course,
continued to drive the E & P
activity that began when prices
jumped to the $50-60 mark and
then to the $70-75 range. As I
wrote about in the last column,
the world’s population growth
is growing at a faster rate than
energy production. I’m certain
that our politicians understand
supply and demand. Most of us
who took high school level
economics can understand, but
a prevalent and oft stated
thought in some circles is that
oil companies are driving the
price. I am very confident that
energy prices will remain
strong for that reason and am
optimistic about the next
decade and the remarkable
technology that the future will
bring. This brings us to 2008, a
presidential election year. I
hear many promises, attacks,
criticism, but not many specifics or ideas on how some of our
problems will be solved. Some

of the candidates’ stated policies will be very detrimental to
our business and our overall
economy. Keep an eye on this
one, and inform yourself about
where our candidates stand on
issues (if they will tell us).
Our geophysical Society is
healthy, and a number of geologists, and even a reservoir engineer have joined and embraced
the analysis of geophysical data
on workstations in their office.
They all have the foresight to
realize that geophysical data
can positively impact their understanding of the subsurface.
Our society provides educational opportunities through
our monthly technical sessions.
The sessions have lately been
attended by more nongeophysicists than trained geophysicists. The technical papers
have always been interesting
and well presented. Please give
your support to our society by
attending the papers and showing your appreciation to the
speakers, who often travel from
Houston, Dallas, or Denver to
share their knowledge with us.
May the coming new year bring
you much success!
Rick Saenger
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Program Chairman’s Column
Our Society entertained two speakers during the months of November and December 2007. On
November 8, Rob Mayer (Veritas Hampson Russell) presented a paper entitled “Pre-stack Inversion—
Take a Good, Close Look at Your Rocks From Miles Away.” On December 13, Joël Le Calvez,
(Schlumberger) presented a paper entitled “Induced Microseismic Events to Monitor Hydraulic
Fracture: Theory, Usefulness, Examples, Pitfalls.”
The SEG Distinguished Lecturer for spring 2008 will commence his presentations soon and due to
scheduling issues will be unable to present to our Society. However, he will be close by in Oklahoma
City on Tuesday, February 18. If you are interested in attending and would like to carpool, please contact either myself of Rick Saenger, and we will attempt to facilitate.
Please see below for abstract and bio for Tadeusz J. Ulrych.
For information on presentations scheduled by the Kansas Geological Society, please contact KGS
Program Chairman Bob Cowdery at sbc@southwind.net.
Technical papers presented locally are a great way to help stay current with our industry’s everchanging technology. Please take advantage of this resource and support all of our local geoscience
organizations.
Dennis Hedke
Interim Program Chairman

Program Abstract
“The Role of Amplitude and Phase in Processing and Inversion”

“… treating amplitude and
phase with the equal dignity
that each deserves can
lead to some interesting
and important results. …”

decoding these data is, essentially, to find out where and
what this object is. Although we
record our information in space
and time, we always, at some
stage, follow the teachings of
Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier and
transform our measurements into
the frequency domain. In this
domain, our data live in the
phase and temporal and spatial
frequency dimensions. The
"where" is encoded in the phase,
the "what" is encoded in both the
phase and amplitude.
The aim of the processing
Tadeusz J. Ulrych, Professor of the data is to remove obscurEmeritus of Earth and Ocean ing artifacts such as coherent
Sciences, University of British and incoherent noise, statics, and
the ubiquitously deleterious
Columbia
effect of the seismic source sigThe object of seismic explo- nature. The aim of inversion is
ration is encoded in the data that to answer the question, "what?"
are acquired on or near the sur- Processing in our industry has
achieved an enviable level of
face of the earth. The goal of

success. This success, I will
argue, has been achieved, to a
large extent, by concentrating on
the role of the amplitude properties of the inherent distortions
cause by undesired components.
Phase has played a much lesser
role and consequently, so has the
retrieval of the vital information
concerning the "where". Inversion, successful as it has been,
has also in my humble opinion,
placed amplitude in a lofty position as compared to that of
phase.
The purpose of this presentation is to convince you that
treating amplitude and phase
with the equal dignity that each
deserves can lead to some interesting and important results.
Specifically, I will deal with
only-phase reconstruction, by
Continued on p. 7
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Note from the Editor

2007-09 Council

As Rick pointed out in his Presidents Message, 2007 was a
prosperous year for our professional community and unfortunately
one that was marred by a substantial loss. Over the past year we
have seen the demand for talented geophysicists explode—
rivaling, if not exceeding, levels seen in the early 1980s. This
demand is not limited to the petroleum industry, but includes the
mining, environmental, engineering, and groundwater sectors as
well. Technological advancements and world economic needs
have elevated geophysics in Kansas to the point of absolute necessity for exploration and development of petroleum reserves. It
saddens me to have to say that our substantial loss came with the
passing of our friend Mike Crouch. His contributions and service
to geophysics in general and specifically to Kansas, as well as his
high technical standards and professional ethics, will be his legacy
within our professional community for generations to come.
Well, it was a year ago now that I last alerted you to a major
upcoming Kansas/Mid-continent geophysical event: The 50-Year
Review of Geophysics in Kansas. Your society, with support from
the Kansas Geological Survey, will organize and promote a symposium and associated technical volume focusing on the theme:
Geophysics, An Imaging Tool. Peer-reviewed proceedings will be
published as a KGS Bulletin, consistent with the two previous
symposia (Bulletins 137 and 226). With 1959 and 1984 being the
first and second reviews of geophysics in Kansas, the 50-year
event is planned for the fall of 2009. This event is now only 1½
years away, and considering its magnitude and level of effort that
will be necessary to ensure success, an organizing committee will
be assembled within the next month. If you would be interesting
in helping out in any fashion, please contact me. We are fortunate
to have both Bill Hambleton and Don Steeples (former editors of
these publications) as members of our Kansas geophysics community, and their perspectives and advice will be sought out as we
approach this milestone. A first announcement will be circulated
in the coming months.
Your newsletter staff wants to wish all our members a happy
and prosperous new year. We also want to take this opportunity to
remind you that this is your professional society. Let us know
what we can do to better serve you in the new year.
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Membership in GSK
Joining GSK can be accomplished either by requesting an
application form from Membership chairman Bob Francis at
rapidREF@juno.com, or 316-722-5312, or by downloading
an electronic form at http://gsks.seg.org and submitting the
form according to instructions provided on the form.
Membership Classifications
Active

Annual Fees
$25

Associate

$25

Student

No Charge
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The Crew Tracker As of January 1, 2008
Provided by Acquisition Company Representatives
Acquisition Company

Location (County/Parish)

Instruments

Lockhart Geophysical – Crew 1
Lockhart Geophysical – Crew 2
Lockhart Geophysical – Crew 3
Lockhart Geophysical – Crew 4
Lockhart Geophysical – Crew 5
Global Geophysical – Crew 444
Global Geophysical – Crew 445
Global Geophysical – Crew 446
Global Geophysical – Crew 448
Global Geophysical – Crew 449
Paragon Geophysical – Crew 134
Paragon Geophysical – Crew 205
Paragon Geophysical – Crew 206
Paragon Geophysical – Crew 207
PGS Onshore – Crew 300
PGS Onshore – Crew 320

Scott, KS
Ford, KS
Clark, KS
Pratt, KS
Ellis, KS
Divide, ND
Texas, OK
San Patricio, TX
Conway, AR
Conway, AR
Sedgwick, KS
Stafford, KS
Butler, KS
Clark, KS
Caddo, OK
Houston, TX

ARAM/ARIES
ARAM/ARIES
ARAM/ARIES
ARAM/ARIES
ARAM/ARIES
Sercel 408
Sercel 428
Sercel 428
Sercel 408
Sercel 408
I/O System II
I/O System II
I/O System IV
I/O System IV
Sercel 408
I/O RSR
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Professional Directory—cont’d
HEDKE-SAENGER GEOSCIENCE, LTD

100 S. Main, Suite 301
Wichita, KS 67202

Rick Saenger
Dennis Hedke
Consulting Geophysicists

Phone/Fax: 316-295-4675
Cell:
316-737-2600
E-mail: dhedke@hs-geo.com
rsaenger@hs-geo.com

Program Abstract—cont’d
which I mean the inversion of
information by using only the
phase component without any a
priori assumption concerning
the amplitude (championed by
Alan Oppenheim and colleagues
in the early 1980's). I will also
reintroduce, after a 35 year absence from this field and because of exciting new developments, cepstral processing and its application to the deconvolution
of thin beds. Finally, I will foray into the dangerous territory of
attributes. Dangerous because there are so many and dangerous
because I know so little. However, my colleagues (Mauricio
Sacchi, Mike Graul, and Tury Taner) and I have recently had some
hopefully interesting thoughts and results which we would like to
share.
A picture is, of course, worth a 1000 mumblings and so here
is one. Figure 1a shows an image, the ? is mine. Research group
RFOA receives only the amplitude spectrum, combines it with
their best guess at the phase spectrum (=0 for example) and reconstitutes the image as shown in Figure 1b. Their conclusion? The
image is that of a cloudy sky. Research group RFOP combines the
received phase spectrum with their best guess at the amplitude
spectrum (=1, for example), reconstitutes the image as shown in
Figure 1c and concludes that Tristan and Isolda are in love. This is
an example not of only-phase, but of phase-only. The former produces results that are even more informative.

Biography
Tadeusz J. Ulrych was born some time ago in Warsaw,
Poland. His travels began early, 1939 to be exact, when Adolf had
a brain blitzkrieg. Following sojourns in Rumania, Turkey, and

Cyprus, he ended up in London, England, where he obtained a
B.Sc. degree in Electrical Engineering (like all geophysicists?) at
London University. A year working in ultrasonics convinced him
to seek deeper pastures and he moved to Canada where, at the
University of British Columbia, he received both his M.Sc. and
Ph.D degrees (1961 and 1963) in the study of lead isotopes under
Don R. Russell. His first academic position was as Assistant Professor at the University of Western Ontario. Following a thrilling
PDF at Oxford and the Bernard Price Institute at the University of
Witwatersrand, Ulrych joined the University of British Columbia
where he has remained these many and happy years. He has been
an Invited Professor at PPPG (now CPGG) at the Federal University of Bahia, the University of Kyoto and OPERA, University of
Pau. He has consulted and given courses in various locations
around the globe, and continues to do so in spite of mandatory
retirement which earned him his present position of Professor
Emeritus (office, graduate students, research projects, no salary
but free parking). Tad's interests are signal processing, information
and inverse theory, and a plethora of other topics that change bimonthly. He has supervised a few students, published some papers
and coauthored a book with Mauricio Sacchi. His hobbies include
visits to the Pyramids of Giza with his most cherished wife, via
camel.
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Geophysi cs at Fort Hays St ate Uni versty—cont’ d

SEG Foundation Project of Merit
Students and research staff from
the Kansas Geological Survey,
University of Kansas, and University of Leoben, Austria, lay out a
geophone spread in preparation for
a reverse vertical seismic profile
(RVSP) near Newmont’s Twin
Creek Mine in northern Nevada
during the summer of 2007. This
field exercise was part of a new
cooperative educational field studies program sponsored by the SEG
Foundation that is designed to
bring geophysics students from
different academic backgrounds
and cultures together to work on
specific, real-world seismic
problems. This year’s group of
students—two from the University
of Leoben and three from the University of Kansas—participated
in this project through support
provided by the SEG Foundation.
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~The MODEL OF EXCELLENCE~
~For 3D SEISMIC~
FULL DIGITAL 3C RECORDING AVAILABLE
John H Beury III ~ Pres.
John Aguilar ~ Op. Mgr.

“NEW 2005 All Terrain Vibrators”

3500 N Rock Rd, Bldg 800-B, Wichita, KS 67226
Phone: 316-636-5552
Fax: 316-636-5572
paragon@paragongeo.com
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OUR MISSION:

Geophysical Society of Kansas

To provide our members a quality venue for disseminating geophysically focused information pertinent to Kansas and surrounding regions.

100 S. Main, Suite 301
Wichita, KS 67202
Phone/Fax: 316-295-4675
Cell:
316-737-2600

We also seek to advance the geosciences by providing members
opportunities to increase the understanding of geophysical principles and practice.

We’re on the web. Check us out at
http://gsks.seg.org

If you are aware of speakers / topics which would benefit members, let us know, and we’ll pursue.
Additionally, we are actively seeking research papers and results
to share with our audience. If you are interested in publishing
your work, please contact Editor Rick Miller.

New Members

The Geophysical Society of Kansas extends a warm welcome to the following new members:

Individual

Affiliation

Member Status

Marta McClay

Schlumberger
Oklahoma City, OK

Active

Mark Singleton

Consultant
Edmond, OK

Associate

GSK ADVERTISING
GSK is seeking subscribers to fill space in future newsletters. Our publishing cycle is
bi-monthly, January-February, March-April, etc.
Preferred formats for electronic files are typical Word document (.doc), .jpg, .pdf, etc.
Please check with us if you have questions.

ADVERTISING RATE SCHEDULE

Expand your exposure—
Advertise in the GSK
Newsletter.

Description

Single Issue Rate

6 Issue Rate

Business Card

Annual Rate Only

$75

Eighth Page

$45

$165

Quarter Page

$80

$330

Half Page

$150

$500

Full Page

$275

$650

To obtain a downloadable order form, please go to our website at http://gsks.seg.org.

